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Background

Decision-making is based in part on cognitive reflection, described by “System 1” and
“System 2” (Figure 1). This research focuses on the differences between participants’
responses to heuristically-based questions (Figure 3) and takes into account whether
each person favors System 1 or System 2. In addition, this research considers how time
limits for answering these questions affect the accuracy of the answers of both groups.
Applications of this research include tailoring interfaces to users’ cognitive preferences:
for example, interfaces for unmanned systems (such as UAV’s). If a user’s cognitive
reflection is known, an interface can be tailored to accommodate his or her style of
decision-making or to encourage the person to react in a certain way. This research is
currently being performed, and data will be collected and analyzed when available.

Experiment

Participants will be given twenty-two, randomly-ordered heuristics
questions (Figure 4). Eleven questions will allow a short amount
of time to read and answer (either 45 or 60 seconds), while the
other eleven will allow a longer amount of time (165 or 180
seconds). The questions in each set of eleven are similar to those
of the other set. Afterwards, each participant will be given the
three-item Cognitive Reflection Test (Figure 2) with no time limit.

Hypothesis

Overall, a System 2 person will
answer more of these
questions correctly.

A System 1 person will do better
with the shorter time limit, and
a System 2 person will do better
with the longer time limit.

Goals of This Research
The purpose of this research is to enhance the interpretation,
integration, and application of information by tailoring the way in
which it is presented, specifically in user interfaces:
1) By accommodating a person's favored system of cognitive reflection
 enhancing performance
2) By encouraging the use of one cognitive system over the other as a
situation might require
 training desired behavior

Heuristics and Example Questions
Availability
Heuristic

Framing
Heuristic

Is based on the specific way a question is worded; answer will likely change for a
different wording of the same question
“Imagine that you face the following pair of concurrent decisions. First examine both
decisions, then indicate the options you prefer.
Decision (1). Choose between: (a) A sure gain of $240 (b) 25% chance to gain $1000,
and 75% chance to gain nothing OR
Decision (2). Choose between: (c) A sure loss of $750 (d) 75% chance to lose $1000,
and 25% chance to lose nothing
Which of the two decisions would you favor?”

Representative
Heuristic

Considers a set of characteristics of a situation and chooses the most “representative”
stereotype with which to associate the situation
“There are two hospitals. In the larger hospital about 45 babies are born each day, and
in the smaller hospital about 15 babies are born each day. About 50% of all babies are
boys though this exact percentage varies day to day. Sometimes it may be higher than
50%, sometimes lower. For a period of 1 year, each hospital recorded the days on which
more than 60 percent of the babies born were boys.
Which hospital do you think recorded more such days?
(a) The larger hospital (b) The smaller hospital (c) About the same (that is, within 5
percent of each other)”

Base Rate
Fallacy

Fails to take into account general information in favor of focusing on specifics
“A cab is involved in a hit and run accident at night. 85% of the cabs in the city are
Green and 15% are Blue. A witness identified the cab as Blue. The court tested the
reliability of the witness under the same circumstances that night and concluded that
the witness correctly identified each of the two colored cabs 80% of the time and failed
20% of the time.
What is the probability that the cab involved in the accident was Blue rather than
Green knowing that this witness identified it as Blue?
(a) 100% (b) 41% (c) 56% (d) 80%”

Recognition
Heuristic

Favors the choice that is familiar
“Below are two pairs of cities. Your job is to try and determine which city in each pair
has a larger population. Please indicate the best choice for both Pair I and Pair II.
Pair I: (1) Montgomery (2) Gohaiza
Pair II: (1) Heingjing (2) Nashville”

If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it
take 100 machines to make 100 widgets?
In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the patch doubles in
size. If it takes 48 days for the patch to cover the entire lake, how
long would it take for the patch to cover half of the lake?
Figure 2: Cognitive Reflection Test
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Relies on the ease with which relevant examples can be brought to mind
“If a random word is taken from an English text, is it more likely that the word starts
with a K or that K is the third letter?
(a) K (b) K is the third letter (c) About the same”

Considers the “conjunction” of two characteristics to be more probable than either of
the conditions alone
“Bill is 34 years old. He is intelligent, but unimaginative, compulsive, and generally
lifeless. In school, he was strong in mathematics but weak in social studies and
Conjunction
humanities.
Fallacy
(a) Bill is a physician who plays poker for a hobby. (b) Bill is an architect. (c) Bill is an
accountant. (d) Bill plays jazz for a hobby. (e) Bill surfs for a hobby. (f) Bill is a reporter.
(g) Bill is an accountant who plays jazz for a hobby. (h) Bill climbs mountains for a
hobby.”

Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT)
A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the
ball. How much does the ball cost?

Figure 1: Characteristics of Systems 1 & 2

Figure 3: Heuristic descriptions and example questions

Figure 4: Example question from computer program

